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(1911-1987)
This month’s essay deals with a famous Italian modern painter, Renato Guttuso. Cenacolista Ross Adkins recommended that I write an essay about Guttuso because of his importance to modern art. His best-known works
include La Fuga dall’Etna (The Flight from Etna, 1938-39), Crocifissione (The Crucifixion, 1941), and La
Vucciria (1974). He also designed for the theater (including sets and costumes for a staging in Rome of Igor
Stravinsky’s L’Histoire du Soldat (The Soldier’s Tale, 1940) and did illustrations for books. His illustrations for
Elizabeth David’s Italian Food (1954) introduced and popularized him to many in the English-speaking world.
He was a fierce anti-Fascist, who sought to develop out of Expressionism and the harsh light of his native Italy
paintings depicting landscapes that also included social commentary.

Renato Guttuso was born in Bagheria, near Palermo in
Sicily on December 26, 1911 to Gioacchino Guttuso and his wife,
Giuseppina d’Amico. (Some biographers list his birth year
as 1912, but this is incorrect. The discrepancy arose because
Giuseppina didn’t report his birth to the Registry Office until
January, 1912). Gioacchino was a land surveyor and, in his spare
time, he painted in watercolors. Renato showed extraordinary
gifts as a painter right from the time he was a child, and in fact
he started putting dates and signatures on his works like professional artists by the time he was 13 years old. (His earliest paintings are dated “1925.”).
Renato’s early works were inspired by his surroundings. Since he lived near both the
Villa Valguarnera and the Villa Palagonia in Bagheria, he soon represented these in early
paintings that were inspired by the surrounding cliffs of Aspra. He went to elementary and
secondary schools in Palermo, which broadened his horizons for his art. Both in Bagheria and
in Palermo he observed the dereliction of the 18th-century villas of the nobility, abandoned to
decay as a consequence of political infighting within the municipal chambers of government. These
observations not only affected his paintings of the villas, but also affected his developing political attitudes about political power and money. His family at this time also suffered a period of
economic hardship because of hostility shown to his father by the Fascists and by the Catholic
clergy.
After his high school graduation, Renato went to the University of Palermo, where his artistic
development was modelled on the European figurative trends of the day, from Courbet to Van
Gogh to Picasso. Around 1930, he became a close friend and frequent visitor at the studio of
one of the most prolific modernist painters, Pippo Rizzo. This friendship helped him get a foot
into the artistic circles in Milan and other parts of Italy.
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As Guttuso’s expressionism continued to become
stronger, he painted more scenes of nature in flower,
lemon trees, Saracen olive trees, all in an environment suspended between myth and island insularity. In 1931, he went to the Quadriennale, an exhibition in Rome that is hosted every four years. At the
event he showcased his work inspired from nature
and also joined a collective with several other Sicilian artists who were also showing at the event. This
group was acclaimed by the critic, Franco Grasso,
as a “revelation, a Sicilian statement.”
Returning to Palermo, Guttuso opened a studio
on Pisani street and together with the artist Lia
Pasqualino and the sculptors Barbera and Nino Franchina, formed the Gruppo dei Quattro
(The Group of Four) after they started sharing the same studio for their respective work.
Guttuso along with five other artists from Sicily hosted an exhibition in 1932 at a gallery in
Milan. The exhibition was well received by the artistic community of the city. However, since
he was unable to make a living as an artist, he was forced to find work as a picture restorer
both at the Borghese Gallery in Rome and later at a gallery in Perugia.
In the mid-1930s, Guttuso became an active member of an artistic movement called Corrente
(Current). This movement, centered in Milan, promoted free and open attitudes among artists
devoid of any kind of ideological dogma, and stood in open opposition to the official culture of
the time and to the ruling Fascists. Guttuso moved to Milan in 1935 and stayed there for three
years. Here he developed his “social” art, his moral and political, anti-Fascist commitment
being visible in paintings such as Fucilazione in Campagna (Shooting in the Countryside, 1938),
which was dedicated to the Spanish writer and anti-Fascist martyr, García Lorca, and Fuga
dall’Etna (Escape From Etna, 1938-39).
Following this short and productive stay in Milan, Guttuso moved to Rome where he opened a
studio in Via Margutta. It was here that his artist friend Marino Mazzacurati nicknamed him
“Sfrenato” (unrestrained) because of his exuberance about his art. While in Rome, he lived
near and made close friendships with the significant artists of the time, such as Mario Mafai,
Corrado Cagli, and Antonello Trombadori. In addition, he also kept in contact with the group
of artists he had befriended in Milan.
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Crocifissione
Guttuso produced his best work after moving to Rome, culminating in the painting Crocifissione (Crucifixion, 1940-41). It is often regarded today as his best work. It was commissioned
by Alberto Della Ragione, who was a patron of the Italian artists attached to the Corrente
movement and a major collector of their works. When Della Ragione saw the finished Crocifissione, however, he was so stunned that he refused to let Guttuso part with it, insisting that such
a masterpiece remain in the artist’s personal collection. In 1942, when Guttuso exhibited the
enormous square canvas at the Premio Bergamo exhibition, it not only won second prize but
also generated a storm of controversy.
When viewers saw the painting, many were shocked by its widespread nudity, expressive nature, and air of revolution. However, it was the depiction of a naked Mary Magdalene that
attracted the most criticism, particularly from the Vatican which declared the painting sacrilegious and labelled Guttuso a pictor diabolicus
(devilish painter). It immediately caused him to
be excommunicated from the Church. The artist’s atheist and communist credentials also saw
his painting denounced by the ruling Fascists,
who claimed that it exploited religion to depict
the horrors of war. The dramatic, richly-colored
crucifixion scene is made all the more graphic by
the inclusion of instruments of torture: a hammer, large nails, a scissors, and a knife.
The painting’s power to shock and its strong
cubist elements recall Guernica, painted by Pablo
Picasso a few years earlier, in 1937. The influence
is particularly evident in the horse whose head
writhes back from the terrible spectacle. Guttuso’s unusual composition also disorients the viewer—most of the faces are obscured, including
Jesus who is identifiable only by his pierced side and crown of thorns. Guttuso claimed later
that the painting’s lack of costume was not intended to provoke scandal, but was his way of
avoiding either an ancient or modern setting, describing it as a “tragedy of today.” Guttuso
wrote in his diary: “This is a time of war: Abyssinia, gallows, decapitations, Spain. I wish to
paint the agony of Christ as a contemporary scene…as a symbol of all those who, because of
their ideas, endure outrage, imprisonment and torment.”
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In 1940 Guttuso joined the clandestine PCI (Italian Communist Party). (Later, he drew the symbol of the reborn Italian Communist Party following the war, which was used until its dissolution in 1991). He
also collaborated with the magazine Il Calendario del Popolo (The
People’s Calendar). At this time, he escaped from Rome for political
reasons, taking refuge in Genoa, in the house of friends.
He continued to work during the war years. His paintings
ranged from landscape glimpses of the Gulf of Palermo to a collection of drawings entitled
Massacri (Massacres, 1943), that was clandestinely circulated since it portrayed Nazi slaughter and oppression that took place in Italy during the war. (This one is dedicated to the fall of
Palermo on July 23, 1943; it was painted while Guttuso was in political exile in Genoa).

Following the conclusion of the war in 1945, Guttuso secretly returned to his studio in Rome
and, along with artists Birolli, Marchiori, Vedova and others, founded the Fronte Nuovo delle
Arti (New Arts Front) as a vehicle to promote the work of artists who had been impeded
in their work by the Fascists in power. During this time, he also met and befriended Pablo
Picasso. (Their friendship lasted until Picasso’s death in 1973). During the immediate postwar period, socio-political themes dominated Guttuso’s work depicting the day-to-day lives of
peasants and blue-collar workers in Italy.
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Post-War Years and Later Works
After the liberation of Italy from the Nazis, he finished
Muratori in Riposo (Workers [literally, Bricklayers]
Resting, 1945), an artwork in china ink and watercolor,
almost a symbol of the rebirth of which Pier Paolo
Pasolini wrote in 1962:
The figures of ten workers
they emerge white on the white bricks
the noon is in summer.
But the humiliated meat
they make a shadow: and the decomposed order
of the whites is faithfully followed
from the blacks. The noon is of peace .
In 1950 he painted the Bracciante Siciliano (Sicilian Laborer)
that was well received, and in 1951 he published a set of 10
drawings in Rome, Contadini di Sicilia (Peasants of Sicily). In
these, the pictorial language was clear and free of all superfluous elements. Guttuso himself wrote that they were preparatory sketches for Occupation of Uncultivated Lands of
Sicily (exhibited at the Venice Biennale of Art in 1950) stating: “I believe they are linked to my deepest and most remote
inspiration. To my childhood, to my people, to my peasants,
to my father, land surveyor, to the gardens of lemons and
oranges, to the plains of the latifondo familiar to my eye and
my feeling, since I was born. Sicilian peasants who have in
my heart the first place because I am theirs, whose faces are
constantly before my eyes whatever I do, Sicilian peasants
that are so much part of the history of Italy.”
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In 1950 Guttuso joined the project of the Verzocchi collection
(in the civic Pinacoteca di Forlì), sending a self-portrait, and
other works: Sicilian Laborer, the colorful view of Bagheria
sul Golfo di Palermo (Bagheria on the Gulf of Palermo), and
Battaglia al Ponte dell’Ammiraglio (Battle of the Bridge of the
Admiral). In the latter he depicted his grandfather, Ciro, as a
soldier of Garibaldi.
Guttuso also painted a series from life about the fight of the peasants to secure their lands,
which pictured glimpses of landscape between cactus and prickly pears. In addition, he also
painted portraits of men of culture like Nino Garajo (an Italian artist also born in Bagheria)
and Bruno Caruso (an Italian artist from Palermo).
In 1961, fascinated by Dante’s model, Guttuso made a series of color drawings (published in
1970 as Il Dante di Guttuso) depicting the characters of Dante’s Inferno as examples of human
history. In the late 1960s and 1970s, he completed a suite of paintings devoted to feminine
beauty, a motif that became as dominant in his painting as it was in his life: Donne Stanze Paesaggi, Oggetti (Women, Rooms, Landscapes, Objects, 1967) was followed by a series of portraits
of Marta Marzotto, his inspiring muse and favorite model for many years, whom he had met
in Milan at the Marchi house. His most famous Scenes of Palermo painting is the “Vucciria”
(the name of Palermo’s market), in which, with raw and bloody realism, he expressed one of
the many spirits of that Sicilian city.
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In 1971 he designed the banner for the Palio di Siena which took place that
year on August 16th (at left). This was followed, in 1972, by Guttuso’s major work of Communist and anti-Fascist painting after World War II—I
Funerali di Togliatti (The Funeral of Togliatti). The painting (below) is an
idealized view of the funeral of Palmiro Togliatti, who had been the leader of
the Italian Communist Party from 1927 until his death in 1964. In the painting Guttuso allegorically depicted various figures of Communism, many of
whom were already dead at the time of Togliatti’s funeral in 1964. In the
picture one can see, in addition to Guttuso himself, Marx, Engels, Trotsky,
Elio Vittorini, Angela Davis, Stalin, Lenin (depicted several times), Sartre,
Simone de Beauvoir, Carlo Levi, Pier Paolo Pasolini, and others. The composition included an ideal representation of communist imagery of the 20th
century, showing workers, red flags and the body of Togliatti.
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Political Life and Honors
Guttuso served two terms in the Italian Parliament as a member of the Italian Communist
Party. On June 20, 1976 he was elected to the Senate of the Republic (collecting 29,897 votes)
beginning his service on July 5, 1976. He was re-elected to the Senate on June 3, 1979 (collecting 29,418 votes), eventually leaving office on July 11, 1983. This was the extent of his official
political work within government, although he continued throughout the following years to be
critical of the ways the government was ignoring the plight of the impoverished peasants and
workers of Italy.
In addition to honors related to his artwork, Guttuso was awarded the World Council of Peace
Prize in 1950. Later, in 1972, he was also awarded the Lenin Peace Prize.
Personal Life and Death
In 1938 Guttuso had met Mimise Dotti, who served as his model and, especially, as his confidante. They were married in 1956; the poet Pablo Neruda was one of the witnesses at their
wedding. After her death on October 5, 1986, Guttuso was heart-broken and went into a serious depression. He remained in isolation on his estate in Rome until his own death from lung
cancer on January 18, 1987.
On his deathbed, he allegedly embraced again the Catholic faith of which he had been critical
throughout his life. However, there are doubts as to what really happened—in his last months,
when he was bedridden, a circle of politicians and priests excluded his oldest friends from his
villa. There were two funerals celebrated: one, secular where the Communist Party of Italy
played an important part, and one religious, which followed the liturgy of the Catholic Church.
At his death, he donated many of his works to his hometown Bagheria, which are now housed
in the Renatto Guttuso Museum of the Villa Cattolica (below), where he was buried.
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Guttuso had no recognized biological children,
but one adopted son, who had been adopted about
four months before his death, Fabio Carapezza
Guttuso. Fabio had been very close to him in the
last years of his life, the only comfort after the
loss of many loved ones, especially Mimise. Two
prosecutors were appointed to settle the dispute
about ownership of Gutusso’s oeuvre between Fabio; Marta Marzotto, his longtime lady friend;
Giampiero Dotti, Guttuso’s nephew; Rome’s Museum of Modern Art; along with an assortment of other slighted high-ranking government
and Church officials all declaring themselves to be important acquaintances. Fabio Carapezza
Guttuso was declared the sole heir of the immense heritage of Guttuso. He founded the Guttuso Archives, to which he dedicated the study of Piazza del Grillo in Rome, and integrated the
collection of the Bagheria Renatto Guttuso Museum with numerous works he had inherited.
Adapted by James J. Boitano, PhD from: A Drop of Art Website; Devane, Andy, “Painting of the Month: Crocifissione by Renato Guttuso,” October 6, 2015. Wanted in Rome Website; Italian Wikipedia (Translated by Google
Translate); Schmetzer, Uli, “Artist’s Death as Controversial as His Life,” Chicago Tribune, February 10, 1987,
Chicago Tribune Website; The Famous People Website; Wikipedia.
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